
 

Shrink Sleeve Label Applicator MULTIPACK-120 
 

 
 
Shrink sleeve label applicator from Multipack is high speed labeler equipment destined with latest 
shrink technology. It is equipped with MMI and PLC features for convenient machine operation. 
Our engineers have designed the bray center and base of this machine so accurately that it can 
work with the same high-speed performance even when the production requirement is more. We 
have different models of shrink sleeve label applicators which consumers can choose based on its 
labeling capacity per minute. This device is used with varying labeling speed starting from 50 
containers per minute to 200 containers per minute. Our shrink sleeve applicator can be easily 
modified to match the product shape. It is a flexible device for labeling different products 
irrespective of shape such as a cap or a bottle. Our labelling device is a universal labeling device 
applied in wide range of industries including pharmaceutical industry, food and soft drinks 
manufacturing companies, etc. 
 
Apart from general machining features and specifications, this device from Multipack is complete 
automated in operation. It can easily adapt different labeling materials including shrink bands and 
tamper evident labels for complete body sleeve applications of all dimensions, etc. Above all, our 
applicator can change the labeling material stock into shrink band which in turn becomes 
compatible to roll and unroll during labeling operation. It can label 250 products per minute and it is 
one of the cost effective and fast performing secondary packaging equipments. 
 
Feature 
 

• We have strictly followed GMP norms while designing this device 

• The whole structure of applicator and conveyor is made of SS 304 and the tunnel is made 
from MS and powder coated material.  

• This feature supports for consistent product conveying It is completely vibration free and 
favors for flawless operation 

 



 
Specifications: 
 

MODEL MULTIPACK-120 

Voltage 220V/380V 50/60 HZ 3 PHASE 

Bottle Diameter Ø55~Ø95 / Ø95~Ø125 

Max. Speed Up to 120 Bottle per minute 

Power 2.5KW 

Label Insertion Length 300MM 

Range Of Label Thickness 0.035~0.08MM 

Material PVC/PET/OPS 

Shrink Tunnel Capacity 5KW~17.5KW 

 


